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Abstract—Hereby there is given the speaker identification basic
system. There is discussed application and usage of the voice
interfaces, in particular, speaker voice identification upon robot
and human being communication. There is given description of the
information system for speaker automatic identification according
to the voice to apply to robotic-verbal systems. There is carried out
review of algorithms and computer-aided learning libraries and
selected the most appropriate, according to the necessary criteria,
ALGLIB. There is conducted the research of identification model
operation performance assessment at different set of the
fundamental voice tone. As the criterion of accuracy there has been
used the percentage of improperly classified cases of a speaker
identification.
Keywords—speaker voice identification, voice interface (FXO),
human being and robot interrelation (HRI), speech recognition,
statistics of voice fundamental tone, computer-aided learning,
neural network
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I. INTRODUCTION

HE article is devoted to the development, research and
software implementation of methods for forming a digital
voice image of a certain person in order to identify the speaker
by voice. Through the use of a digital voice portrait of a person,
which allows you to more accurately take into account the
individual voice characteristics of individuals, an improvement
in quality characteristics is achieved in solving problems in the
field of computer speech recognition and identification of a
person’s personality by his voice. Also, with the use of digital
voice portrait of a person, the data on the individual speech and
voice characteristics of a certain personality will be unified,
which allows the use of a single and unified data set in solving
various problems in the field of speech technologies.
A distinctive feature of the proposed technology is the
assessment of available options for the algorithmic parameters
of the system and the selection of their suitable values by means
of developed software tools and based on the analysis of a
digital recording of a natural speech signal. In this case, as the
selection criteria for the most suitable parameters of the set of
algorithms used, the results are the accuracy of the estimates of
the results of speaker identification and speech recognition.
One of the main principles of the developed technology for the
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automatic formation of a digital voice portrait of a person is
multilingualism - ensuring the functioning of personalized
speech processing in most of the existing natural languages
exclusively at the level of program interface procedures with
minimal time and effort on the part of the user.
In the conditions of universal development, digitalization
and implementation of innovative information technologies in
all sectors of the economy, the development of intelligent
human-machine systems based on speech technologies is one of
the urgent tasks of our time. In this area, the creation of new
technologies for the automatic formation of a digital voice
image of a person and their introduction in intelligent speech
systems are the main tasks of both speech recognition and
speaker identification.
When forming a digital image of a person, the parameters of
speech recognition algorithms are considered, taking into
account the individual speech characteristics of a particular
person. The developed algorithms and software tools, as well as
the multilingual interface made it possible to analyze the
features of speech signals with the possibility of presenting them
in a unified format for further use in the system.
The practical implementation of the proposed technology is
capable of generating a new market for specialized software
products and services used in intelligent robotic systems,
computer and digital devices for technical equipment and
digitalization of various technological processes.
Speaker identification is an important research domain
within the recent years. Speaker identification system specifies
a human being according to his/her speech pattern. There are
two research themes in the area thereof. It is features extraction
from the voice signal and their comparison. Speaker
identification basic system is shown on the Figure 1.
The system consists of two different stages. Recording or
learning is the first stage, or recording is the first stage and the
second stage is testing. At the learning stage every speaker,
wishing to be recorded in the system, shall submit own speech
patterns for preparing the reference model of all speakers having
been recorded. At the stage of testing, an input voice signal of
the speaker, pretending to identity, is used for unique feature
extraction from it and compared to the stored features in order
to obtain the identification result.
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Fig. 1. Basic system of speaker identification

When an input voice signal precisely belongs to one of the
speakers in the reference speech model of all registered
speakers, then it is a speaker identification at the closed set [1].
If there is the probability of a speaker’s voice signal
nonconformity to any of the speakers in the reference speech
model system, then it is the identification on the open set.
As well, a speaker identification system is subdivided into
two types: text-dependent and text-independent. The system
is text-dependent [2], if speaker identification depends on the
text content in the spoken phrase and it is text-independent [3]
if it does not depend on the text.
Features extraction various methods, used by many authors,
include the basic techniques, based on spectral
average values [4], pitch of tone, coding with linear prediction
(LPC) [5], cepstral indices on the basis of the linear prediction
(LPCC) [6], mel-cepstral coefficients (MFCC) [6] , etc.[7]
Speech recognition technology is widespread in different
business areas:
- solutions "Smart house": voice interface of managing the
system «Smart house»;
- household appliances and robots: electronic robots voice
interface; voice control over household appliances, etc.;
- desktops and notebooks: voice input into computer games and
applications;
- automobiles: voice control in passenger compartment -for
instance, over navigation system [8].
In order to attain natural and individualized interaction
between a robot and its users-people (HRI), it is important, that
the first properly identifies its people-colleagues. Unique voice
features are often used for reaching the goal thereof [11].
It is expected, that the speech recognition will be
implemented by interactive robots, such as humanlike robots or
robots-pets [12]. For example, the system, used by the robot
Maggi and described in one of scientific works [9], has
demanded, that the user shall be registered in the system. That
phase consisted of questions, put forward by a robot to a user.
Together with her name, age, language, a user selects a key
phrase to adapt a robot to his/her voice. It might be a numeric
password or something else. For that purpose, there has been
used off-site package Loquendo ASR-Speaker Verification
[10]. The main shortage was the fact, that a user for proper
identification shall pronounce the same sentence he/she has
used at registration stage [11]. At that, the people usually do not
inform a robot such identification information during
interaction. A robot might get a limited feedback information,

whether the speaking identificatory has been true or not,
observing or hearing speaker’s emotional or behavioral
reactions when an identified user calls a robot by name. That
simple feedback cycle might be fulfilled through common
interaction between people and robots. For example, that
structure might be applied to robots-pets, which can distinguish
the voices of their families’ members. Every time, when people
talk to the robots, a robot can upgrade its identification abilities
[12].
Therefore, there has been taken a decision to develop
speaker’s voice identification system using computer-aided
learning technologies based on neural network. Currently there
is a big interest in developing and applying computer-aided
learning algorithms to different science and engineering areas,
including speech technologies. One of the examples is creation
of the voice intellectual helper Alisa, having been developed by
Yandex company and implemented by means of computeraided learning technologies, including neural networks [13].
As the method of obtaining the features vector for training
the neural network for solving the speaker voice identification
task there has been selected the method based on mathematical
statistical analysis of the fundamental voice tone. Such
approach allows qualitatively reduce the vector dimensionality
for training in the neural network, it does not demand much time
for differentiating the unique speaker’s features and it is
described in some scientific works in the area of speech
technologies and, in particular, for speaker’s voice identification
[14-16].
Into the voice identification system makeup there have been
included the following information-bearing features, based on
the fundamental voice tone statistics: upper quartile; lower
quartile; interquartile range; median; arithmetic mean; minimal
value; maximum value; entropy; excess; bias (asymmetry
measure); dispersion; standard deviation; geometric average;
harmonic mean.
In the course of the research herein there is being solved the
task of selecting from the total multitude of accessible features
such a set, which would maintain the highest accuracy of
speaker identification according to the voice.
Likewise, analysis mathematical statistical techniques enter
a composition of many software mathematical libraries for
various development media. One of such libraries, containing
all above enumerated methods is «Math.Net Numerics». It is
directed to submission the methods and algorithms for numeric
computations in science, engineering and in everyday usage. It
includes some special functions, linear algebra, probabilistic
models, random numbers, interpolation, integration, regression,
optimization tasks, etc. It should be noted, that the library
thereof is cross-platform and it operates in different operating
systems and development, such as media Microsoft Visual
Studio and Mono Develop [17, 18].
Further we will consider computer-aided learning libraries
with a possibility to create the neural network for the speaker
voice identification task solution.
II. METHOD OF RESEARCH
Selection of computer-aided learning algorithms and
corresponding software libraries. Historically, an identification
problem has appeared from classification task, conditioned with
the necessity to separate some objects, which own similar
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features, from other objects. The main process of every
computer-aided learning method is a training selection. The
bigger the selection, the more reliable the outcomes to be
obtained, and as well it is possible to use more complex
algorithms models [19].
To solve a speaker identification problem by means of
computer-aided learning there has been used statistics of the
fundamental voice tone. Statistics quantity is relatively small
and has a finite sequence, consequently, a learning vector will
have small dimensionality. Upon complication of perceptron
structure there occurs learning duration increase in connection
with the quantity of necessary hidden layers elements and
weights correction of the relations between the elements. Under
such conditions it is expedient to use a neural network
architecture in the form of three-layered perceptron with one
hidden layer. Such perceptron concept was offered in 1957 by
an American scientist Rosenblatt F., and it was one of the
earliest neural networks model [20]. Logic scheme of threelayered perceptron is shown on the Figure 2.
To solve a speaker identification task using the Person’s
Digital Voice Portrait (PDVP) there has been used a three-layer
perceptron with one hidden layer. Let’s denote a number of
layers and neurons in a layer: N1 – neurons in the inlet layer, N2
– neurons in the hidden layer, N3 – outlet neurons, N - total
number of layers in the network, including an inlet one, X –
vector of network inlet signals, Y - vector of output signals.

Fig. 2. Perceptron logic scheme

Algorithm of direct feedforward is described with the
formulae:

𝑆𝑗𝑙 =

𝑙−1
∑𝑁
𝑖=1 𝑤𝑖𝑗𝑙 𝑥𝑖𝑗𝑙

𝑆1𝑙
𝑆𝑙 = [ ⋮ ]
𝑆𝑁𝑙𝑙

𝑄𝑗𝑙 = 𝐹𝑗 (𝑆𝑙 ) =

(1)
𝑆
𝑒 𝑗𝑙
𝑁

𝑙 𝑒 𝑆𝑖𝑙
∑𝑖=1

𝑥𝑖𝑗(𝑙+1) = 𝑄𝑖𝑙
where an index i always will denote the input number, j —
neuron number in the layer, 𝑙— layer number.
𝑥𝑖𝑗𝑙 - i-input signal of j-neuron in the layer 𝑙;
𝑤𝑖𝑗𝑙 – weighting factor of i-neuron input number j in the layer
𝑙;
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𝑆𝑗𝑙 - intermediate value of j-neuron in the layer 𝑙 after the
weighted sum of the given neuron input signals;
𝑆𝑙 - vector, consisting of all neuron signals in the layer 𝑙;
𝑄𝑗𝑙 – output signal of j-neuron in the layer 𝑙;
𝑁𝑙 – neurons quantity in the layer 𝑙;
Fj – j-value of SOFTMAX activation function.
For perceptron training there has been used an optimization
method L-BFGS with a random first weights approximation. To
compute the perceptron gradient error function there has been
used the method of backpropagation.
Let’s review computer-aided learning software libraries. We
will give a concise description of advantages and disadvantages
of enumerated in the survey software libraries. The main criteria
will be the information about how many and which platforms
(OS) are supported with a library, as well, programming
languages support, whether the library is issued under the
software open license (GPL, LGP, etc.) or under the closed
license (proprietary), availability or absence of the
documentation, supported functional and neuron networks types
can be used through the library.
Review of computer-aided learning libraries. Proceeding
from the conducted review of computer-aided learning libraries
there has been compiled a comparison Table 1, describing the
characteristics of the libraries having been surveyed. By
reference to the statement of the task of speaker voice
identification system development it has been decided to use
features vectors for training the neural network based on the
techniques of mathematical statistical analysis of the
fundamental voice tone data, that is, to get the learning vector
settled dimensionality, limited with the quantity of applied
statistical methods. Therefore, the review has considered the
computer-aided learning libraries, using neural networks
architecture, based on multilayer perceptron with direct links.
The most appropriate library for solving the given task, meeting
the concurrent requirements to the quantity of supported
programing languages and platforms, additional mathematical
languages, built-in multithreading support, possibility of
constructing the neural networks groups, availability of
documentation and examples of using, has been selected an
open library ALGLIB.
Let’s set the computer-aided learning libraries comparison
analysis:
1. Library ALGLIB:
Developer - ALGLIB Project;
License - PL and private license;
Platform - Windows, *nix similar;
Programing languages - C++, C#, Delphi, VB.NET, Python;
Functionality – support of additional mathematical functions,
apart from neural networks (possibility of constructing the
neural network assembly);
support of multithreading on payment basis; there is a free
version under
GPL license; substantial and detailed
documentation with usage examples;
Multiprocessing or multithreading support - multithreading
support in library’s commercial version.
2.Library FANN:
Developer- Steffen Nissen –FANN library founder;
License – LGPL;
Platform - Windows, Linux;
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Programing languages - Support about 15 programing
languages; Functionality - flexible library with parameters big
set for neural network learning; there is a graphic image mode
of the program operation; concentrated only at the work and
adjustment of neural networks, therefore there are no additional
mathematical instruments; no built-in multithreading support;
Multiprocessing or multithreading support – No.
3. Library OpenNN:
Developer - Artificial Intelligence Techniques, Ltd;
License – LGPL;
Platform - Windows, Linux и MacOS;
Programing languages - С++. Functionality - available
processor’s parallelization by means of acceleration OpenMP
and GPU with CUDA, only one programming language;
Multiprocessing or support of multithreading - Yes
(OpenMP and CUDA).
Information system of speaker’s voice identification.
Identification procedure in different information system is a
procedure in the result of executing it, there is detected user’s
unique identificatory in the information system, identifying it
unambiguously [96]. Identification procedure should not be
confused with authentication procedure. Result of speaker
authentication procedure is assigning the user’s identificatory in
the system, in order to give a possibility to a user to go through
the identification procedure. An identificatory in the developed

system is a unique number (key) being stored in the Table of
speakers’ personal data. As the Table attributes there has been
used the following set of speaker’s personal data: ID; speaker
surname; speaker’s first name; speaker’s date of birth; speaker’s
age; speaker’s photo.
In the developed system of speaker’s voice identification
PDVP is used as a set of the fundamental voice tone data in the
form of files of PDVP system format (Person’s Digital Voice
Portrait) [21]. For that purpose the speaker voice identification
system addresses the system of forming the PDVP by means of
the program operation terminal regime and sends the path to the
speaker recorded voice file, receiving in reply the files in PDVP
format, containing the filtered with CIS-filter, voiced areas of
the fundamental voice tone. In the developed system of a
speaker voice identification there are three main interfaces:
speaker authentication interface, speaker voice identification
interface, as well, the interface of identification model
performance research under various fundamental voice tone
statistics composition at the set of speakers voice patterns.
The technology of forming a digital voice portrait of a person
was applied in the process of training the speaker’s voice
identification system. Figure 3 shows the structural diagram of
the voice recognition system of the speaker.

Fig. 3. Structural diagram of voice recognition system speaker

The result of the procedure are files containing statistics of
the basic tone of the voice, which can be used as a neural
network training vector. In the developed system, it is assumed
that each speaker can dictate several sound patterns for which
basic tone statistics will be calculated. This is necessary to build
a learning matrix of a neural network. This matrix will be used
to train the neural network during the speaker identification
procedure.

Interface of identification model performance assessment at
various fundamental voice tone statistics composition. When
the model has been constructed, it is needed to assess the
magnitude of its error at the test (or learning) set. If we talk
about the classification problem, we can use two measures of
error. The first and most widely used is the classification error
(quantity or percentage of improperly classified cases). The
second, not less known error measure is cross - entropy. In
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ALGLIB package there is used an average cross-entropy per test
set element, designed in bits (logarithm according to base 2).
Using the average cross-entropy (instead of total cross-entropy)
allows obtaining comparable scores for various test sets. Those
error measures are widely known, and they do not need to be
discussed [22].
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As a research object there used the fundamental voice tone
statistics, enumerated below.
Used fundamental tone statistics: 1-upper quartile, 2-lower
quartile, 3- interquartile range, 4-median, 5- arithmetic mean, 6minimal value, 7-maximum value, 8-entropy, 9-excess, 10- bias
(asymmetry measure), 11-dispersion, 12-standard deviation, 13geometrical mean, 14-harmonic mean.
Training has been rendered at three-layers perceptron with
one hidden layer. Hidden layer size constituted 100% off the
input training vector dimensionality. Quantity of neural network
randomized restarts from different random positions - 5.
Number of independent checking processes - 200.
In the result of the conducted research on identification model
performance assessment at various fundamental voice tone
statistics makeup there have been obtained the following
outcomes, which are demonstrated in the Table I and Figure 5.
TABLE I
OUTCOMES ON IMPROPERLY CLASSIFIED CASES AT VARIOUS
STATISTICS MAKEUP OF THE SPEAKERS MAIN VOICE TONE IN
PDVP STRUCTURE
Numbers
of used
statistics

Amount
of hidden
layer
elements

Amount of
randomized restarts
of the neuron
network from
different random
positions

Number of
independent
checking
processes

Amount of
improperly
classified
cases in %

Total

14

5

200

24

1, 2, 3, 4,
5, 13, 14
1, 2, 3, 4,
5, 6, 7,
13, 14
6, 7, 8, 9,
10, 11, 12

7

5

200

4

9

5

200

14

7

5

200

37

Fig. 4. Interface of identification model performance assessment

For percentage of improperly classified cases there has been
developed a special interface of neural model identification
performance assessment at different fundamental voice tone
statistics composition of various speakers (Figure 4).
In the domain «List of speakers» there is a list of speakers,
the voices of which have been used for investigating (Prefix F
means, that it is a female speaker, and M – a male speaker). In
the domain «List of identified speaker patterns» there are
identified speakers voice patterns. Herein, we can calculate the
percentage of improperly classified cases, if the speaker’s voice
pattern has been identified improperly.
In the domain «Settings for testing model» there assigned the
parameters of neural network learning from the library
ALGLIB, such as the quantity of hidden layers in the field «The
size of hidden layer», in the field «Number of restarts from
random positions», a number of randomized restarts from
different random positions for one process of neural network
learning. Number of independent processes of neuron network
learning is assigned in the field «Count of new training
processes». As well, in the given domain there can be fulfilled
the selection of necessary fundamental voice tone statistics for
research implementation. Current number of the model
checking processes is displayed in the field «Current state», the
percentage of correctly classified cases for the current checking
process is shown in the field «Current result», the highest
percentage of properly classified cases at all model checking
processes is given in the domain «Best result».
For the model training process there has been used the set of
voice sentences, recorded by the Center for Speech
Technologies Research attached to Edinburgh university [23].
The set has been read by six different speakers, amongst them
three female and three male speakers. RIFF voice files format,
sampling rate 16 kHz, capacity 16 bits. Speech patterns amount
for training– 60. Tested voice patterns – 30.

40
30
20
10
0

37

24
4

14

Total 1, 2, 3, 4,1, 2, 3, 4,6, 7, 8, 9,
5, 13, 14 5, 6, 7, 10, 11,
13, 14
12
Amount of improperly classified cases in %
Fig. 5. Scheme of results of improperly classified cases at various statistics
makeup of the speaker main voice tone the PDVP has been formulated for

In compliance with the obtained outcomes, we can make a
conclusion, that the speaker fundamental voice tone statistics
group, based on computing the average values (upper quartile,
lower quartile, interquartile range, median, arithmetic mean,
geometrical mean, harmonic mean) presents the lowest error
upon the speaker identification, equal to four percent.
Apparently, it can be related to a little adulteration of different
voices in the voice files set, recorded by the Center for Speech
Technologies Research attached to Edinburgh university. For
instance, for the statistics, based on computing the average
values, presence of outside male voice upon recording the
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female one does not change much an identification result,
comparing to the statistics, returning F0-circuit minimum or
maximum values.
CONCLUSION
The article herein contains the information system
description of a speaker automatic identification according to
the voice to apply to robotic-verbal systems. Previously, there
has been conducted computer-aided learning libraries and
algorithms surveys and selected the most appropriate according
to necessary criteria ALGLIB. There has been carried out the
research of identification model operation performance
assessment at various fundamental voice tone statistics. As an
accuracy criterion there has been used the percentage of speaker
identification improperly classified cases. According to the
obtained outcomes, we can make a conclusion, that speaker
fundamental tone statistics group, based on computing the
average values (upper quartile, lower quartile, interquartile
range, median, arithmetic mean, geometrical mean, harmonic
mean) provides acceptable results on speaker identification
accuracy. Classification available error of 4% is probably
conditioned with availability of background noise and speech
constituent in the analyzed voice signal. It has been detected,
that for the statistics, based on computing the average values the
presence of outside male voice upon analysis of a female one
does not change much the identification result, comparing to the
usage of statistics, returning the F0-circuit minimum or
maximum values. Combination of information-bearing
parameters from extended PDVP makeup, having provided the
highest accuracy of speaker identification has been included
into the final optimized PDVP composition.
The work has been executed under support of MES RK grant
#АР05132648 «Creation of verbal-interactive robots based on
advanced speech and mobile technologies», being fulfilled at
the Institute of Information and Computer technologies SR
MES RK, contract # 211 dated 19.03.2018.
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